mercedes benz s class wikipedia - the mercedes benz s class formerly known as sonderklasse german for special class abbreviated as s klasse is a series of full sized luxury flagship vehicles produced by the german automaker mercedes benz a division of german company daimler ag the s class designation for top of the line mercedes benz models was officially introduced in 1972 with the w116 and has remained in use ever, mercedes benz s class w220 wikipedia - for a complete overview of all s class models see mercedes benz s class the mercedes benz w220 was a series of flagship sedans which constituted the mercedes benz s class during the early to mid 2000s development for the w220 s class started in 1992 with the final design helmed by steve matten being approved in june 1995 at 38 months ahead of production start and completed design freeze, w220 s class encyclopedia start here major update sep - mercedes benz forum mercedes benz sedan forums w220 s class w220 s class encyclopedia start here major update sep 2014 minor ones frequent, 10 things all mercedes benz owners should know mb medic - sponsored links here are ten things that all mercedes benz owners should know to keep their cars running longer avoid headaches and save money 1 know what oil and filter to use mercedes benz recommended oil interval is 10 000 miles that is only true if you are using the required oil and filter type oil used by, how many miles are mercedes benz cars good for mb medic - the w211 model was a complete redesign from the previous generation e class if you ask around some will say to avoid the early w211 model years such as 2003 2004 and 2005, engine and engine cooling problems of mercedes benz c230 - mercedes benz c230 owners have reported 30 problems related to engine and engine cooling under the engine and engine cooling category the most recently reported issues are listed below also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of mercedes benz c230 based on all problems reported for the c230, class action premium luxury sedan comparison - unveiled for the 2000 model year and mildly freshened for 2003 the mercedes benz s class is the granddaddy in this heady class but remains a sales favorite our 275 horsepower s430 test car